Paygilant for eWallets
The introduction of mobile wallets has opened up an entirely new way for users to pay for goods and services
directly from their smartphones. Consumers enroll a debit or credit card in an app, and then use the app to make
payments.
With the rise of new ways to pay come new ways to steal. Fraudsters have begun to take advantage of mobile
wallet systems to steal card information or money from users’ accounts. The weakest link in the mobile wallet
ecosystem is the authentication and onboarding process. If fraudsters gain physical access to a mobile device or
steal the card information they will probably find a way to enroll that card on their own mobile wallet app
Paygilant is the first vendor to
pioneer a true frictionless, layered
mobile fraud prevention solution,
designed for eWallet providers.
Paygilant's solution protects
eWallet users throughout the users'
journey - from the app download,
onboarding , registration and
checkout.
What makes Paygilant unique is that
it runs in the background of the
banks' app to trigger a "safe/risky"
alert. Utilizing machine learning
algorithms, Paygilant seamlessly
authenticates customers to ensure
that transactions are approved only
for legitimate users

How Does The Paygilant Solution Work with eWallet Vendors
1.

Paygilant transparently collects validates customers identity via its multiple fraud indicators and
sends them to its servers.

2.

Analyzing the data and using ML algorithms, Paygilant determines a trust score:
o A low score means a trusted user is authenticated
o A high score, flags a fraudulent behavior

3.

The process is completely seamless and transparent to the user.

4.

This process is continuous, throughout the entire user’s journey from app. download to checkout.

What Makes Paygilant Unique
Paygilant functions as a hub for mobile payment
providers, seeking for a fraud prevention & user
authentication in a single SDK integration.
Its secret sauce includes six intelligence sets – device
DNA, User Space, Activity Map, Bio Markers, App
Insights, Transaction View – which distinguish between
legitimate customers and fraudsters.
Without impacting and imposing on the user, Paygilant
runs in the background to trigger a high risk alert when
fraud is identified and a low one when the customer is
successfully identified. Utilizing its machine learning
algorithms,
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Paygilant provides ongoing and continuous data analysis
to ensure that transactions are approved only for
legitimate users.
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